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K-TRACS Education and Best Practices
The Kansas prescription monitoring program (PMP), 

better known as Kansas Tracking and Reporting of 
Controlled Substances (K-TRACS), has seen a steady 
increase in use in 2016. Data collected by K-TRACS is 
a valuable tool to help prescribers and pharmacists treat 
patients using accurate and timely controlled substance 
(CS) prescription information. Therefore, it is essential 
that the quality of the information reported to K-TRACS 
is accurate and complete. There are many instances where 
data is entered into the wrong field by the dispenser or 
simple data entry errors occur. Common examples include 
reporting the wrong patient gender, inverting numbers in 
a date field, adding extra characters to a patient name, 
or simply inserting the prescription fill date in the date 
of birth field. When considering the volume of data a 
pharmacy records in a single day, the data received by 
K-TRACS is usually useful and of good quality. However, 
any error may impact the care a patient receives.

To ensure quality care, it is imperative that dispensers 
are aware of the information contained in patient profiles. 
The two main reasons a patient cannot be confirmed in 
K-TRACS are variations in the patient’s name or date of 
birth. It is a best practice to always use the patient’s legal 
name instead of a nickname. Also, any notes or numbers 
in the patient’s name will transfer to K-TRACS, which 
makes it difficult to guarantee you have the correct pa-
tient when querying the system and matching records. 
Similarly, if the pharmacy has an incorrect date of birth, 
problems ensue. This is sometimes done purposefully 
for insurance purposes, but please encourage the patient 
to correct this information with his or her insurance 
company so K-TRACS data may be reported accurately 
and effectively.

To guarantee K-TRACS contains correct data, please 
verify that the patient’s name and date of birth are cor-
rect in the patient’s profile before dispensing. Also, hav-
ing a correct phone number is extremely helpful when  

identifying a patient. Patients tend to maintain the same 
phone number over time, even when they have had 
changes in address, legal name, or other identifiers. Ad-
ditionally, be cautious when entering the prescriber’s in-
formation and Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 
number, as it is imperative that this information is correct.

Data accuracy checklist:
 ♦ Legal name
 ♦ Gender
 ♦ Date of birth
 ♦ Phone number
 ♦ Prescriber name
 ♦ Prescriber DEA number

Pharmacists should also consider what time of day the 
pharmacy reports data to K-TRACS. Once data is re-
ported, it cannot be corrected or deleted from K-TRACS. 
If the pharmacy reports all “fills,” K-TRACS may show 
prescriptions that were never dispensed to the patient. 
This can create an inaccurate prescription history for a 
patient who has a CS prescription filled but never picks 
it up from a pharmacy. This can be resolved either by 
reporting to K-TRACS only at the point of sale or by 
backing out a transaction that is not picked up prior to 
the pharmacy’s electronic system reporting to K-TRACS 
for that 24-hour period.

With your assistance in entering and transmitting 
complete and accurate data to K-TRACS, it will continue 
to be a valuable tool for both prescribers and dispensers 
to ensure each patient has the best possible health care.
2016 Technician Renewals

Pharmacy technicians with licenses expiring October 31, 
2016, can renew online beginning September 6.

Renewal instructions are as follows:
 ♦ Visit http://pharmacy.ks.gov and click “Technician 

Renewal.”
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 ♦ Under New User Registration, click “Sign-Up” and 
create a username and password.

 ♦ Log in to your new account and select “Renew 
License.”

 ♦ Review and update information, answer disciplinary 
questions, and submit the renewal.

 ♦ Use the Kansas State Board of Pharmacy secure 
online payment portal to pay $20 plus a small trans-
action fee by credit/debit card or electronic check, 
or follow the instructions to print and mail a $20 
check or money order to the Board.

 ♦ Allow 10 business days for the Board to process 
your renewal.

 ♦ Visit the Board’s License Verification web page to 
check for an updated expiration date.

Failing to renew on or before 11:59 pm CDT on 
October 31, 2016, will result in the registration being 
canceled. Canceled technicians will be required to 
complete a new application and fingerprint card to continue 
working ($68 cost).

Pharmacies utilizing/employing technicians with can-
celed registrations will be in violation of the Kansas Phar-
macy Practice Act and may be disciplined by the Board.
Staff Additions

Reyne Kenton recently accepted the position of  
K-TRACS program manager at the Board off ice in  
Topeka, KS. Reyne has been with the Board for 14 years 
as a pharmacy compliance inspector in the western 
Kansas region. She brings to K-TRACS a knowledge of 
pharmacy not only from the regulatory side, but from the 
retail side as well. Reyne will be responsible for managing 
K-TRACS and working with the PMP Advisory Commit-
tee to continue enhancing and improving the tools and 
resources in Kansas.

The Board welcomes Kayla Jones as the new pharmacy 
compliance inspector for western Kansas. Kayla is a 
native of Larned, KS, and worked in law enforcement 
for over six years prior to entering the pharmacy world. 
She is a certified pharmacy technician with more than 
six years of experience in the pharmacy setting and was 
most recently an assistant manager for a national retail 
pharmacy chain. Kayla will be covering the western 
Kansas counties from Morton to Cheyenne to Smith to 
Barber and back to Morton.
Board Adopts New Regulations

At its meeting on July 14, 2016, the Board adopted 
several regulations on automation, exam scores, intern 
registration fees, and continuing education (CE) for 
pharmacists and technicians, which can be found on the 
Board website at http://pharmacy.ks.gov/statutes-regs/
proposed-changes. These regulations became effective 
on August 19, 2016. The following are short summaries 
of the regulations.

K.A.R. 68-1-1b. Continuing education for pharmacists.
 ♦ Creates additional requirements for pharmacists 

to obtain CE hours during the previous two-year 
licensure period and to provide proof of such to 
the Board.

 ♦ All continuing pharmacy education (CPE) appear-
ing on CPE Monitor® will be automatically uploaded 
and available to the Board without any additional 
requirements for pharmacists. CPE Monitor is a 
collaborative service from the National Association 
of Boards of Pharmacy® (NABP®) and the Accredi-
tation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE). 

 ♦ Adds new requirements for non-ACPE-accredited 
CE to be submitted to and approved by the Board 
and for CE providers to distribute certificates of 
completion to pharmacists.

K.A.R. 68-5-18. Continuing education for pharmacy 
technicians.

 ♦ Adds new 20-hour CPE requirement for all techni-
cians for each biannual renewal period.

 ♦ All CPE appearing on CPE Monitor will be au-
tomatically uploaded and available to the Board 
without any additional requirements for technicians.

 ♦ Adds new requirements for non-ACPE-accredited 
CE to be submitted to and approved by the Board 
and for CE providers to distribute certificates of 
completion to technicians.

 ♦ Creates requirements for non-ACPE-accredited 
CE to be submitted to and approved by the Board 
and for CE providers to distribute certificates of 
completion to technicians.

 ♦ Guidelines for future renewal groups:
◊ 2016 renewals – no hours required
◊ 2017 renewals – 10 hours required, earned 

between September 1, 2015, and October 31, 2017
◊ 2018 renewals – 20 hours required, earned 

between September 1, 2016, and October 31, 2018
K.A.R. 68-1-1f and 68-1-1g. Foreign graduates and 

the Test of English as a Foreign Language Internet-
based test (TOEFL iBT). This regulation outlines the 
requirements, including passing the TOEFL iBT, for 
graduates of foreign pharmacy programs who are seek-
ing licensure in Kansas. The amendments update the 
passing scores to comply with NABP standards, as well 
as requiring the TOEFL be internet-based.

K.A.R. 68-11-3. Fees. Beginning September 1, 2016, 
this regulation sets the fee for an intern registration at $20.

K.A.R. 68-7-10. Pharmacy-based drug distribution 
systems in long-term care facilities. This regulation is 
amended to allow and regulate automated drug delivery 
systems in long-term care facilities.
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K.A.R. 68-9-2. Automated drug delivery systems 
in pharmacies. This regulation is amended to allow and 
regulate automated drug delivery systems in pharmacies.

K.A.R. 68-9-3. Automated drug delivery system to 
supply drugs for administration in certain facilities. 
This new regulation sets forth the requirements for au-
tomated drug delivery systems in medical care facilities, 
institutional drug rooms, and long-term care or nursing 
facilities. The regulation includes duties, responsibili-
ties, and standards for the pharmacist-in-charge (PIC), 
regulates who may access the system, and establishes 
criteria for the drugs that may be stored in an automated 
system and the process for tracking, monitoring, and 
managing the system.
Old Forms Out, New Forms In

Beginning August 1, 2016, the Board began accepting 
only current versions of Board forms. Old forms will be 
returned (with payment) directly to the sender without 
processing. Visit the Board’s Forms page for the new, 
updated, electronically fillable forms – all in one central 
location! The Board even has a new, quick “Change in 
PIC” form. Make sure you are using the most up-to-date 
version by checking the “Revised” date in the bottom 
right-hand corner of each form!
PIC Notification Requirements

According to the Kansas Pharmacy Practice Act, each 
resident and nonresident pharmacy, health department, 
family planning clinic, and institutional drug room shall 
have a designated PIC. A PIC is the pharmacist who is 
responsible to the Board for the pharmacy’s compliance 
with Kansas laws and regulations pertaining to the prac-
tice of pharmacy, manufacturing of drugs, and distribu-
tion of drugs. The PIC shall supervise the pharmacy on 
a full-time or part-time basis and perform duties relating 
to supervision of the pharmacy as outlined by the Board.

Each pharmacist ceasing to serve as the pharmacy’s 
PIC shall notify the Board within five days of his or her 
last day of work. The easiest method is to use the “Change 

in PIC” form (BA-50) in conjunction with the employer/
pharmacy; however, letters of resignation containing the 
required information will also be accepted. The outgoing 
PIC is also required to complete an inventory of all CS, 
unless terminated for cause.

Each pharmacy (resident or nonresident) that oper-
ates for more than 30 days without a PIC is subject to 
discipline. This 30-day deadline includes making proper 
notification to the Board of the PIC change (Form BA-50) 
and the new PIC completing any required exam. Each 
incoming PIC is also required to complete an inventory 
of all CS within 72 hours of starting. Failure to comply 
with these requirements may result in disciplinary action 
against a license or registration. See K.S.A. 65-1626, 65-
1637, and 65-1643, and K.A.R. 68-1-2a, 68-2-5, 68-7-12, 
and 68-7-12a.
Upcoming Events
October 28, 2016
PMP Advisory Committee Meeting
800 SW Jackson, Lower Level, Topeka
November 3, 2016
Board of Pharmacy Quarterly Meeting
Via Christi Hospital St Joseph
Third Floor, Conference Room A
3600 E Harry, Wichita, KS
January 12, 2017
Board of Pharmacy Quarterly Meeting
800 SW Jackson, Lower Level, Topeka
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